
BERLIN: Germany is set to introduce a national minimum wage,
conservative Chancellor Angela Merkel said yesterday, relenting on
a key demand of her likely future centre-left governing partners.
“The Social Democrats will not conclude negotiations without a uni-
versal legal minimum wage,” she said about ongoing talks to form a
‘grand coalition’ government. She stressed that her Christian
Democratic Union (CDU) had opposed such a move and added that
she and her party would “try everything to prevent the loss of jobs
through this measure”.

Merkel won September 22 elections but fell narrowly short of a
governing majority, forcing her CDU and its Bavarian partners the
CSU to enter into coalition talks with the Social Democratic Party
(SPD). In the talks, SPD chief Sigmar Gabriel, Merkel’s likely future
vice chancellor, has insisted on a minimum wage of at least 8.50
euros ($11.40) to help a growing army of working poor. The SPD has
promised to put any coalition deal up for a vote to its skeptical party
base. Merkel’s party favors separate pay deals by industrial sector
and region, arguing that a national minimum wage would destroy
jobs. 

IMMIGRATION FIGURES
Meanwhile, Italian and Spanish jobseekers drove an 11-percent

increase in German immigration numbers in the first half of the year,
data showed yesterday, as Europe’s biggest economy draws in more
and more workers from crisis-hit countries in the region. The Federal
Statistics Office said 555,000 more people came to Germany in the

first six months of the year than in the same period in 2012, as the
trend of double digit increases in immigration persists for a third
consecutive year.  German unemployment is lower and economic
growth more robust than in most other EU member states, making
it an attractive destination despite regulatory hurdles involved in
moving and the language barrier. “As in the first half of 2012, immi-
gration rose from EU countries hit especially hard by the financial
and debt crisis,” the Office said in a statement. 

Numbers of immigrants from Italy and Spain were up 39 percent
and 30 percent respectively, although in absolute terms, new
arrivals from Poland and Romania were largest. A total of 93,000
Poles and 67,000 Romanians came to Germany in the first half com-
pared with 26,000 Italians and 15,000 Spaniards. The number of
Greeks fell 4.5 percent to 15,000. Overall, Germany saw a net inflow,
the difference between the number of people coming into the
country and those leaving, of 206,000, a 13-percent rise from the
first half of last year.

With one of the lowest birth rates in Europe and an ageing popu-
lation, Germany faces a long-term demographic problem with
expected strains on its welfare system. But experts say to tackle this,
the country needs policies to encourage immigrants from outside
Europe. The Statistics Office said the data gives no indication about
how long immigrants would stay. Germany’s population in its 2011
census was 80.2 million, a figure that has held steady for decades.
The 2011 census also showed there were 6.2 million foreigners liv-
ing in Germany. — Agencies 

BERLIN: German Chancellor Angela Merkel (center) smiles after her speech at the economic forum organized by German news-
paper Sueddeutsche Zeitung in Berlin yesterday. — AFP 
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Euro-zone business

slowdown puts fragile

recovery at risk

BRUSSELS: Euro-zone business activity slowed again in
November, stoking concerns that growth is at risk as the bloc
struggles out of a record recession, a key survey showed yester-
day. Markit Economics, which compiled the report, said the fig-
ures suggested “momentum is being lost again” and warned that
policymakers might have “to do more to prevent the euro-zone
from slipping back into another recession.” The Euro-zone
Composite Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) for November fell to
51.5 points from 51.9 in October, hitting a three-month low and
short of forecasts for 52 points. Although activity in November
remained above the 50-points line indicating growth, this was
the second monthly fall in a row for the closely-watched leading
indicator, after October’s slip to 51.9 from 52.2 in September.

Among the most worrying details, activity in France, the sec-
ond-biggest economy in the euro-zone, shrank in November for
the first time for three months, Markit said. Recent reports from
the European Commission, the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, and the Standard and Poor’s rat-
ing agency have all expressed deep concern at the French out-
look. The euro-zone grew by 0.1 percent in the third quarter,
down from 0.3 percent in the second when the single currency
bloc finally escaped a record 18-month recession. 

The November PMI report confirms continued weakness in an
economy desperate for growth to mend some of the debt crisis
damage, especially record unemployment running at more than
12 percent. Markit said that other PMI measures reflected similar
softness but manufacturing, a relatively small part of the wider
economy, held its own. The Euro-zone Services PMI for November
fell to 50.9 points from 51.6 in October while the Euro-zone
Manufacturing PMI edged up to 51.5 from 51.3.

Chris Williamson, Markit chief economist, said recent data sug-
gested the economy will chalk up “a very modest 0.2-percent
expansion” for the fourth quarter. The November downturn also
shows the European Central Bank was right to cut interest rates
to a record low 0.25 percent at its last meeting, he said.
“Attention will also be focused on the signs that deflationary
forces may be gathering,” Williamson added, highlighting a
growing concern that prices might actually begin to fall in real
terms and so risk setting off a downward spiral. Williamson noted
that powerhouse Germany once again saved the day-with activi-
ty rising to 54.3 points from 53.2 in marked contrast to France
which fell to 48.5 from 50.5. France showed “further signs of
being the ‘sick man of Europe’ with output showing a renewed
decline and raising the risk (it) could fall again in the fourth quar-
ter, constituting a renewed recession,” he said. Growth outside
the euro-zone’s two biggest economies meanwhile “slowed to
near-stagnation,” he said. Howard Archer of IHS Global Insight
said the latest figures were “extremely disappointing and worry-
ing.” The loss of momentum “reinforces concern that the euro-
zone still faces a hard slog in developing recovery and remains
vulnerable to setbacks,” Archer said. “The only good news ... was
German activity picking up to a 10-month high,” he said, noting
that “it was particularly worrying” to see French manufacturing
and services shrink.

As for the outlook, Archer said on balance, the euro-zone “is
unlikely to relapse back into recession (but) recovery will remain
tortuously slow.” Other analysts were equally downbeat. The
November Composite PMI report “suggests that the region’s
anaemic recovery may be losing more steam,” Capital Economics
said, estimating overall fourth quarter growth at just 0.1 percent.
“In all ... the (report) provides further evidence that the euro-zone
recovery has virtually ground to a halt,” it said. — AFP 
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ATHENS: Euro-zone finance ministers are “losing patience”
with Greece, Eurogroup president Jeroen Dijsselbloem told a
Greek daily as the crisis-hit country prepared to unveil its next
budget yesterday.  “Many finance ministers of the euro-zone
are starting to lose patience,” Dijsselbloem told Ta Nea daily
after a lecture in The Hague on Wednesday.  

A statement issued by the International Monetary Fund
early yesterday said that auditors from the IMF, the European
Central Bank and the European Commission had concluded
their latest visit to Greece to review progress on the country’s
economic program. Such audits determine whether or not
Greece receives the next slice of rescue funding. The IMF said

that the discussions had been “productive” on the policies
“that could serve as a basis” for completion of the review.  It
said that “good progress has been made, but a few issues
remain outstanding. 

Talks would continue from the headquarters of the three
creditor bodies and the auditors would return to Athens “early
in December,” the statement said. Yesterday, Athens unveiled
its 2014 budget, a blueprint expected to forecast slim growth
in the Greek economy after six straight years of recession.  But
the budget is likely to require revision soon as Greek officials
have yet to agree with the country’s creditors on how to close
a looming fiscal gap next year.

The troika predicts the 2014 fiscal gap will exceed 1.5 bil-
lion euros ($2.0 billion), while the Greek government esti-
mates the sum to be slightly more than 500 million euros.
Discussions are also stumbling on the issue of a new property
tax, possible new pension cuts as well as layoffs in the state
sector, and the slow pace of privatization. 

The EU-IMF fiscal audit, necessary to unblock a one-billion-
euro ($1.4 billion) installment of financial aid, is now expected
to drag on until Christmas. “Greece still has plenty of work to
do,” Dijsselbloem told Ta Nea, noting that the EU-IMF talks in
Athens were focusing on Greece’s “progress-or rather, lack of
progress-on its commitments.”— AFP 
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